Induction of a multifactorial resistance phenotype by high paclitaxel selective pressure in a human ovarian carcinoma cell line.
Paclitaxel (PTX) is a potent anti-neoplastic agent that is highly effective in treating ovarian cancer. Nevertheless, the emergence of PTX resistance has limited the control of this disease. To gain insight into the molecular alterations accompanying drug resistance in ovarian cancer, we generated a new stable PTX-resistant ovarian carcinoma cell line. CABA I cells, which display an intrinsic PTX resistance (IC50 = 800 ng/ml), were subjected to continuous exposure to PTX. From the residual surviving cells, the highly PTX-resistant line CABA-PTX (IC50 = 256000 ng/ml) was generated and stably maintained in vitro. Analysis of beta-tubulin expression indicated that only the HM40 and Hbeta9 isotypes were expressed in both parental and resistant cells. No specific point mutations in the HM40 were detected in either cell line, but expression levels of this isotype were significantly reduced (40%) in CABA-PTX cells. Hbeta9 levels were unchanged. In those cells, PTX resistance was associated with cross-resistance to vinblastine but not to methotrexate or 5-fluorouracil. Verapamil treatment did not reverse the intrinsic drug resistance of parental cells, but partially modulated the sensitivity of CABA-PTX cells to PTX and induced total sensitivity to vinblastine. No changes in the cell surface expression of the drug efflux pumps MRP1, MRP2 and P-glycoprotein were observed. PTX influx, monitored using a fluorescent drug derivative, was significantly reduced and delayed in CABA-PTX cells as compared to the parental cells. Together, these findings suggest that more than one mechanism is involved in PTX resistance, making CABA-PTX cell line a potentially valuable in vitro tool to study multifactorial acquired drug resistance in ovarian cancer.